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**SPAIN**

La Estiba - Vox de los puertos (Bulletin of the Coordinadora - Centro de Estudio - c/del Mar 97 - 08003 Barcelona - in Spanish)


Odio al capitalismo (Criticism, programme, struggle, organization - International Party - Av Vida Natural - Apartado de Correos 25 - 27080 Lugo -Spain - in Spanish). Programme elaboration. Notes on struggles (France, Palestine, Poland, etc.). Presentation of the first issues of 'A contre courant' (Belgian & Spanish paper).

On the Spanish dockers (see Echanges issues N° 48, 49/50, 54)

From a Spanish comrade, 15/7/88: 'I want to begin where I left the analysis of the port restructuring process in my last letter. The government tried to implement the new decree in Bilbao and the Canary Islands as a last attempt to break the Coordinadora; as it failed, it understood that the only way to break the dockers resistance was to negotiate either with the unions, or with the Coordinadora, which was a step back from the previous position. On the other side, the dockers were tired by the length of the conflict and hoped for a quick end of it. The discussions took place in Madrid and paradoxically the Coordinadora receded not only on the words but on the content of the agreement. Anyway, some of its articles would not easily get the support of the Coordinadora dockers. Though voted everywhere in the Coordinadora assemblies, the Madrid agreement not only did not solve the actual problems but brought other problems. The Coordinadora pushed ahead the negotiations in January '88 as if it was in a hurry to end them, as if it wanted to end in one week a hard struggle lasting for two years. It would be too long to describe every step of the situation
This situation was a paradoxical one: the Coordinadora came to the discussions with no rights at all, no redundancy payments, no unemployment benefits. It was as well an 'employment plan' to implement in five years: the firms with a strong position (the government had agreed to meet it) even if the workers' unions and the administration. This haste cannot prevent to consider that the apparent convergence of interest between leaders and the rank and file did not put a final full-stop to the actual situation in the ports, even if the Coordinadora had drawn back on some important points.

This situation was a paradoxical one: the Coordinadora came to the discussions with a strong position (the government had agreed to meet it) even if the struggle spirit was somewhat fading away. Just after the signature of the agreement, the dockers of Bilbao and Tenerife refused to have it implemented; dockers were breaking with the Coordinadora and the struggle unity it represented was no longer existing. In the agreement, the Coordinadora had agreed with a compulsory retirement of the eldest dockers which were not to be replaced by new ones and without special redundancy payments for those leaving; in the agreement there was as well an 'employment plan' to implement in five years: the firms could so achieve the adjustment of their labour force to their activity level. During the periods of redundancy, the dockers would be paid by the new firms organized by the decree for the ports exploitation; he money would be paid by the INEM (National Institute for Employment) up to 18 months of unemployment. i.e. the new firms would borrow the state money according to the dockers number and the maximum possible days of unemployment, to manage it and to pay eventually the non-worked days to the dockers. This would be a step towards the privatization of the ports labour force; the various companies would be integrated in the new firm and the dockers' collectives would be scattered all over the port. This pool of companies would capitalize an its own capital the money coming from (and only eventually for) the redundancy payments. In a certain way we could say that the workers would fund their own elimination; we can foresee a situation in which some dockers having been paid the maximum available days of unemployment (18 months) for three or four years would be definitely sacked with no right at all, no redundancy payments, no unemployment benefits. It would be long and difficult to explain all the details and winding possibilities for the management; more and more the labour agreements aimed at reinforcing the control on the workers threatened constantly by the juridical subtleties of the regulation. Considering this point, we can observe that during the assemblies having ratified the agreement, all the criticisms underlining its ambiguous and dangerous sentences, always were supported by a minority of the workers.

The result of this situation was in fact that the agreement provided a kind of general frame for the local agreements in each port but till now, it has been impossible to go this way. The port companies supposed to receive the unemployment payments are as well supposed to sign a local agreement regulating the use of the labour force in this port: so they have to propose the dockers smarter really means. Their sum can be far from little. Just such low-tech, low-capital, incremental improvements are at the heart of much of Japanese success.

America management's declared war on skilled employees destroys vital cooperation and knowledge in the workplace. It explains, more than anything else, why enormous high-tech investments throughout the economy have produced little or no measurable improvement in productivity.

America can be internationally competitive and have a high standard of living. Rather than cut people and watch as productive skills are lost and businesses are abandoned, management must retain skilled, experienced employees and give them more training and on-the-job authority to use their abilities. It must also pay them more as they raise productivity. Japan prospered by following such a course with workers who were initially far less skilled than America's.

We must change the assumptions underlying the labor-cutting that continue to over-automate industry. We must also guard against sending jobs, capital, technology and marketing knowhow overseas. Sending work overseas has already cost more than one million managers and professionals their jobs.

Ironically, the best hope for change lies in what management perceives to be its own worst enemy: unions and new associations of professional employees and managers. Such employee groups have the means and self-interest, to re-examine false assumptions about labor and to help managers use skilled American employees much more intelligently. When mutual economic benefits are clear, negotiations can be done internally, without acrimony.

**THE NEW YORK TIMES, SUNDAY, JANUARY 8, 1989**
A new tendency in the methods of exploitation of the labour force?

Labor accounts for 10 percent of costs but 75 percent of cuts.

By ERNEST D. LIEBERMAN

A DANGEROUS, virtually unquestioned assumption has taken hold of American management—that the best way to competitive is to cut people, wages and salaries. This assumption has led to the trade deficits that are bankrupting America, and it is making our nation dependent on foreign powers for all manner of capital, products and—increasingly—technology. Yet this assumption is indefensible. Consider:

In manufacturing, direct labor averages only 10 percent of costs, but draws 75 percent of cost-cutting efforts. This means 90 percent of true cuts, draws 75 percent of cost-cutting efforts. This means 90 percent of true cutters.

Management also is unaware of the extraordinarily skilled employees it has. American steelworkers, for example, are routinely reviled, but they have led the world during much of the past decade by producing steel with the fewest man-hours per ton, despite working in an industry with notoriously obsolete equipment, that is also undercapitalized and badly managed. Meanwhile, professional engineers, who are vital to industrial success, are treated as obsolete only five years after their graduations.

Worst of all, while worries mount about “labor shortages” and education crises, American management is cutting millions of highly productive—and well-paid—people throughout the economy. So many skilled people are being eliminated that as a nation we are quickly losing the ability to work at world-class levels.

Low wages simply are not “cheap” when huge costs and reduced business effectiveness are incurred to get them. High wages can be cheap when a skilled workforce produces goods productively and of high quality.

American employees’ abilities go far beyond technical or job-specific skills. Virtually every person on the job sees some kind of bottleneck, confusion or waste that could be reduced with better organization. These “little” things are part of what working something they can’t agree with: less work team, flexibility, etc. If the dockers agree with these proposals, the balance of struggle in the ports will move to the capital side. It is the actual object of the port restructuring. Now a majority of dockers have approved the national agreement, they see at their local level the real consequences, that in the restructuring process they will lose their control on the working process and that their present power will move to capital.

Hence their refusal to 'cooperate' even though the company can refer to the Coordinadora signed agreement. Now the agreement is six months old. It can’t be implemented because workers and companies are reading the same words with different meanings. For this time work is going ahead in the ports with old system and some specialists both sides try to elucidate the real meaning of some kind of esoteric language. There is in this situation an ever present potential conflict: in the medium and small ports, without new agreements and without money to pay the unemployment benefits, the transport firms would have to pay the non-worked days, which means bankruptcy for a lot of them. So the restructuring is not going well even if its early retirement is reducing the dockers' number. The strike threat is permanent and some strikes spring up here and there.

On the teachers' strike

Teachers' strike developed mainly in May & June: primary and secondary schools were involved. Some millions of students were sent home so families and media made a big fuss around it. It was a corporatist action in a non-productive branch of the economy (polemics were running at time about their 'social productivity' as a means of youth control). Claims were practically about to bring into harmony teachers and civil servants' wages. If you want more details on this strike, see 'La Estiba' N° 38 (mentioned above); the article was written by a teacher friend. There was no special conflict between the rank and file and the unions: we have to consider that in Spain the teachers have a very corporatist attitude and no struggle tradition. At first their mobilization was spectacular, followed almost unanimously, but answering practically to the unions' manipulations. This sector (primary and secondary schools) practically is not unionized and their conditions of work are poorer than the civil servants ones (though slightly improved recently).

The stability of their job and their teaching function make easy their union integration, easier than the precarious workers for instance. They represent as well —as the civil servants—an increasingly important milieu for the unions. They could compensate their losses in the industrial branches if they succeeded to affiliate most of the teachers and civil servants. Doing so, they will increase their power and regain their mediation power within the State: it is the reason why they are so strongly engaged in this conflict.

On the other side, even though the government has refused the teachers' claims, it is evident that its interest is the same as the union's one: the integration
of the teachers in the institutions of the so-called Spanish civil society. The present transformations in Spain suppose the total disappearance of the social structures of the previous period and a quick general transformation of the society as a whole; the structural contradictions of capitalism and their working in a country like Spain are creating a deep gap between the civilian society and the State apparatus which threatens the democratic fetishism trying to legitimate the new state of affairs in Spain. The abstention level for instance is one symptom of this situation, expressing an evident defiance of the population to the institutions in the daily life. It is what we could call a legitimation crisis and indirectly the political milieu recognizes it. In other words, there is not in Spain the level of practical consensus and the relationship between civilian society and State apparatus we can find in other democratic countries (which does not mean it expresses revolutionary conditions). Technocrats are well aware of this situation and try to create some kind of 'society space'. It is the bureaucracy orders at the local level, what we can observe in the innumerable rock concerts, sports events, etc., organized to create some illusions. Another good example is for instance the attempt to make the Olympic Games in Barcelona a concern for all citizens. The spectacle of 'culture' must be the simulation of a society corresponding to the present form of capital domination. We can find here what remains of Spanish history with a State, the oldest in Europe, which never succeeds in building a civil society adapted to a modern project of domination, even though it was highly centralized.

Back to the teachers' strike, we can link it to these problems of attempts to build a legitimacy for the present regime. The struggle process will end in a kind of natural selection between the competing union bureaucracies. The union succeeding in imposing its authority on the strike collective will be the 'legitimate' one and if it succeeds to pull the strike out of the struggle ritual process, it will be the one recognized by the State to control and represent the whole teachers' staff, a civilian category not unionized till now, whose importance in the control of society and the limitation of the youth conflict potential is so important.
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Spartacus (5 rue St Croix de la Bretonnerie, 75004 Paris - temporary address) Following René Lefeuvre’s death, the 'Association des Amis de Spartacus' has to solve various serious problems to maintain the publishing activities of Spartacus. Their possibilities to continue René's publishing work depends on the unity, the choice, the non-sectarianism and the effective work of a small team. This small team needs as well the help (any kind of help) of all people having appreciated Spartacus activities and hoping to see them going ahead. Write to know the evolution of the situation and the real needs of the present Spartacus.

A.F.A.P.P. (Bulletin of the 'Association des familles et amis des prisonniers politiques', BP 716 - 75612 Paris - Cedex 04 - in French) N° 1/Sept. 88: Discussion with Catherine Régulier and Henri Lefebvre. Debating on the political prisoners status. The prisoners' fight, part of the general social struggle (Baudrillard and Benoît). About the political prisoners (Oriach). Positions of the AFAPP.


Perspective Internationalist (in English, USA - PO Box 1748, Montclair, NJ 07042; UK - BM Box 8154, London WC 1 N 3 XX; in French: Belgium - Destryster-BP 1181, Centre Monnaie, 1000 Bruxelles) N° 11/Summer 88: Riots in Palestine: stone throwing for a nationalist orgy. Class struggle in the world: Poland again at the forefront. Rank and file syndicalism: new sirens to wreck class struggle. Problems in the transition period.

Discussion Bulletin (PO Box 1564, Grand Rapids, Mi 49501 - USA - in English) Discussion on 'a new revolutionary strategy' (Robin Cox, Adam Buick). 'Base' and 'superstructure': a libertarian view (Tom Wetzel, evaluation of some Marxian concepts from an anarcho-syndicalist perspective). Statement of principles and purposes (regional committee for Marxist - Deloniam). Book review: Questioning technology, a critical anthology (J. Zerzan and A. Carnes), Freedom Press, London.
About Wildcat. Echanges et Mouvement has received the following letter from some comrades ex-members of the dissolved group Wildcat: 'The announcement in March 1988 that the Wildcat group had dissolved itself, followed by the appearance of two issues of a 'Wildcat' magazine, claiming continuity with earlier publications, has clearly caused a lot of confusion.

For the record let us state again that the old Wildcat group has dissolved. One of its ex-members who refused to take part in any of the preliminary discussion of a possible dissolution, subsequently got together with two or three other individuals to bring out two issues of what is really a new 'Wildcat' publication. Whilst there is clearly some political continuity with the old group it is quite false of these people to claim any organizational continuity. The other ex-members of Wildcat subsequently got together with various sympathizers and have been working together under the title of SUBVERSION.

The politics of the two new groups are not as dissimilar as the new 'Wildcat' would make out although their mode of operation probably is.

The SUBVERSION group holds more-or-less to the politics outlined in the old Wildcat statement 'Capitalism and its Revolutionary Destruction' (as clarified in correspondence with you), we are not sure that the new 'Wildcat' group does.

M.B. for Subversion, November 1988
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on of perestroika and the so-called democratization, the management, pure as a matter of form, raised the question in the workers' collectives first and afterwards in the new organ of the factory's autonomy.

The sixty workers' collectives thought that going to work on eight Saturdays would be more than enough and so they told the newly formed organ. This council in question however was presided, not by a working class representative but by the factory's managing director, part of perestroika which generally is kept secret in the propaganda. As a result, the new organ of so-called factory autonomy agreed with the managerial plans, i.e. with fifteen Saturdays' work instead of eight. This seemed to have worked as a red rag to the workforce. In any case, the car-workers did what they could to prevent the management from realizing what it was after.

To smash the workers' resistance, the management called a meeting of representatives of the workers' collectives and put pressure upon them even before the meeting had begun. As a final result the ballot was in favour of the management. Its proposals were accepted with a small majority and with the restriction that in 1989 only eight Saturdays would be a working day.

A key position in all this had been kept by the 'informal' leader of the workers, who was called Makarov. Though the workers were furious, he succeeded to steer their resistance in orderly ways and to avoid an open conflict with the authorities. His attitude earned for him the praise of papers like the Izvestija, which in other cases don't hesitate to call 'leaders of the workers' 'vagabonds' or 'hooligans'. One may conclude that the Soviet authorities consider the conduct of the people like Makarov as a sign that future resistance of the workers can be led into far from dangerous channels. That those working class' action will occur as certain as that perestroika will introduce more modern production relations in Russia, which will be directed at the market. The sociologists, consulted by the Central Committee, declared on the ground of an inquiry in 25 factories that 69 percent of the workforce favored actions as those in the car-factory of Jaroslav and even 46 percent was prepared to defend its position 'to the bitter end'.

Under these circumstances the official trade union organization played its role. It didn't criticize the tendency of the economic reform (what in the Russian conditions would have been unthinkable for a public institution), neither did it criticize the conduct of the Jaroslav management. The trade union president Sjalajev urged 'democratization and blamed 'the abuse of power' of the management in the organs for 'enterprise autonomy'. These organs, he says, should not be the advisors of the management only. But the question is if this sort of critic ever will liberate the trade unions from their position as docile carriers of the interests of managers and party leaders. The trade union movement seems ready to present itself more than hitherto as the defender


from an American comrade (18/4/88)
I was ignorant of many of the events and developments, so I appreciate your historical summary. It is a complicated story and you made the over-all picture quite clear. I approved of your insistence that the Labour government would not have been more sympathetic to the miners.

You are adept at showing how workers resist manipulation. Naturally they resist the bosses' manipulation, the government's and the cops'. Each social upheaval provides new examples of their rejection of the union's manipulation—and that's what makes the story interesting.

Many questions about solidarity were raised by this history. I found it quite moving that diverse towns and enterprises made direct links with individual mines. That kind of support for a workers' struggle surely must undermine the confidence of the ruling class. On the other hand, the lack of solidarity between miners of different regions was shocking. (Shocking, in spite of your plausible explanations.)

I wonder if anyone has investigated a question that remains with me: What did the non-picketing strikers do with their days and nights during those many months? For people used to working 40 or 50 hours a week, the free time must have made quite a change in their lives. According to your report, the active picketers were a definite minority.

This question ties with one of the subjects you say you are thinking of writing about: the refusal of work. I would be interested in hearing your observations on that subject.

from an Italian comrade (reply to the Spanish comrade - letter in Echanges N° 54)

Why the fragmentation of interests so that the strike is not general? Why the rank and file movement stops its rising and comes back under the bureaucratic control? They are objective questions, the reply given is: 'this talking of "time for oneself" that it is bringing proletarian people to loose links with the tasks the movement is requiring when the struggle is jumping from the daily life (factory or some limited sector) into a more general activity asking for more time from the strikes'.

The reply is wholly inadequate. The class struggle, the revolutionary movement cannot depend on such voluntarism, subjective availability.

Immediately after, the same comrade gives another different objective reply: 'The restructuring' of the class (which is the consequence of the mines restructuring) will bring the miners more identity with other workers in already restructured industrial sectors'.

But once again, contradicting himself, he continues: 'I agree with the analysis but will this "objective unity" become practical subjective unity? I am doubtful about it. I think that the restructuring of the working class and of the proletarianised society will cut workers according to their "objective" situation in sectors separated by deep ditches... New technology... new hierarchy among workers...'

The comrade avoids a conclusive reply, limiting himself to consider objective and subjective factors, but not arriving at their synthesis. I will reply by his assertion: 'The total domination of capital is bringing an unification of interests of workers because it brings a very deep proletarianization'.

Undoubtedly their are two opposing tendencies: The economic crisis makes it more difficult to struggle, but at last the same more and more heavy crisis oblige to struggle. The objective situation causes the subjective one. The workers are obliged to struggle overcoming all their internal resistances and fears. The struggle, the revolution is necessary so that mankind can survive. Only if we found our analysis on pure materialist criteria, scientifically remarkable, we can conclude something of precise. Otherwise no conclusion is possible: indeed the comrade fails in it.

Answer to the letter of the Dutch comrade from the Spanish comrade (see Echanges N° 55)

At first, you criticize my opinion on the 'existing gap between the various categories of the working class' corresponding to the technical development, as you underline the proletarianization process brought by the new technologies. I agree but my doubts are rising precisely from this point, when I try to find the link between this process at a general level and the day to day reality inside the factory and the workers movement. Of course the new technologies determine a homogenization of the labour conditions, then a more and more developed proletarianization. What we can observe at this analysis level (the actual tendency) is not exactly translated in the same terms at the factory or branch level. Most part of the population, including new industrialized countries workers, are dominated by the same alienation and the same capital exploitation; but the concrete terms of this exploitation, i.e. the day to day conditions of living and working in this situation are very differentiated. I think that in the restructuring periods and consequently the proletarian recomposition as a class, these concrete circumstances are determining the reality or absence of struggles - more than the real and general tendencies of the capitalist evolution.

I linked the formal decomposition, fragmentation of the proletariat to the technical development; it was because, I thought, that this development expressed well the growing isolation of struggles and the indifference of other workers' categories about other workers problems - as I can observe it in Spain. If you
fact he reveals what's behind perestroika. Its ideas and projects have been
set into being by the laws of the development of capitalist enterprise. That
the process is irreversible one can also read in his book.

However, that perestroika is irreversible, doesn't mean that Gorbachev's
opponents can't bring him to a downfall, nor that it should be impossible to
temporarily stop the process of perestroika. Something like this also happened
in the sixties. One could see then that social developments not always go
smoothly and sometimes have interruptions. In the long run, we believe, the
managers' victory over the bureaucrat is certain. This victory has been heralded
in the course of more than twenty years. If it will be gained now, i.e.
in a short time, is difficult to foretell. But it will come, with Gorbachev
or eventually with somebody else.

In his book, Gorbachev deals at length with the consequences of perestroika
for the relations between Russia and the rest of the world. His vision is, that
perestroika leads to a peaceful foreign policy, to better relations between
Moscow and Washington and between Russia and all the other countries. In the
political field, he says, perestroika means international co-operation instead
of confrontation.

It's a matter of course that in this second part of his book Gorbachev is
demonstrating all his abilities as a diplomat and as a political propagandist.
But we would be wrong if we would not take him serious for that reason. One
should realize, that the Russian managerial class is as much interested in
co-operation as any middle-class. Carry on trade is what it wants and one of
the reasons why it aims at reforms, is that it wants to compete with its com-
modities on the world-market. She wants to bomb other countries not with SS-
missiles or shrapnel, but with cheap goods.

The wish doesn't date back from yesterday. Bolshevik managers gave evidence
of it before. When the Hungarian revolution in 1956 was culminating, Mikoyan
was prepared to a withdrawal of the Russian troops and he was also prepared
to accept Hungary's rupture with the Warsaw-pact.11 Twelve years later Kosygin,
likewise a typical manager, was against a Russian intervention in Czechoslo-
vakia.

Gorbachev says: 'Perestroika will make the world more livable.. Peaceful
competition between different social systems will develop itself unhindered
... people in all countries will know prosperity, welfare and happiness.'
It sounds like the voice of the liberal free-traders of the young British
industrial middle-class in the early days of capitalism. We don't mean this
sarcastically. We only remark this to show the essence of perestroika, to
show what Gorbachev is representing, to demonstrate the visible resemblance
between one capitalist class and the other one, even when they are not totally identical.

11) See: Tibor Meray, 'Ten days that shook the Kremlin'.

It's a matter of course that in this second part of his book Gorbachev is
agree; but the question we have to answer would have to be: how could we explain
this difference between formal and actual conditions or in other words what
are the contradictions explaining this difference? I think we have to go further
ahead in this analysis. If not either we will be lost in a superficial and
phenomenological analysis of events without understanding their actual tenden-
cies, or we are limiting our analysis at such a level neglecting the most
immediate contradictions of the day to day struggles. Another question appears
at this point: do the productive process transformations produce a qualitative
mutation inside the working class and at the same time of the analysis instru-
ments; I must express my doubts there when I am considering the difficulties
to understand and explain some peculiar facts of the struggles in using the
tools of the general capitalist tendencies.

On an other side, I agree with what you wrote about the growing vulnerability
of the modern society linked to the growing complexity of the valorization
process of capital. This consideration brings another question linked to the
previous one. Decentralizing the production process means the disappearance
of the 'fordist' factory and consequently the proletariat 'disintegration'.
When I consider that the previous elements of proletariat unification are
disappearing, I can't observe, at the same time, around which elements there
is a class recomposition. It is from this point of view that I wrote on the
objective and practical weakness of the proletariat as a class; the conditions
you quote as expressing a potential unity remain very abstract when we observe
how they work in the most immediate practical ground.

It is true that my letter expressed a certain disappointment; it is somewhat
difficult to cut his personal life from the social events we are part of.
Anyway, I want to explain some points on the individual interests and the
leaders ability to bring back struggles under their control. What I wanted
to stress in my previous letter was the converging points of the workers
individual interests and of the bureaucracy interests, considering only the
actual struggles conditions; i.e., if the leaders are succeeding in controlling
the movement, it is because they are hoping for the agreement of the rank and
file. Of course, it is not workers blindness but rather a kind of delegation
reproducing the hierarchical labour divisions inside the working class.
I think it is the reason why most of the struggles are not going beyond the
level from which we could see a complete transformation of the day to day
life: because of that, the conflict reproduces the capitalist relationship.
In my first letter on the miners' strike, I underlined this aspect, stressing
on the fact it was the only way to trespass the technical delegation of func-
tions to the 'leaders'. Either the struggle, staying separated from the day
to day life even with some advances towards assemblies, fightings, etc.,
always is divided between two different times: time for the struggle, time
out of the struggle, even at the most progressive periods: we have then
This new bulletin has published a manifesto giving the OSL positions in the China crisis. A democracy of resistance. All out to non-pay (against the poll tax).


The proof of this all can be found on those pages of Gorbachev's book where he declares without any reserve, that 'the party has to fulfil its task', be it that he has a party in mind which is a little bit different from the existing one. The reform, indicated by the word perestroika is a reform indeed, not an overthrow of the economic system in Russia. It consequently also means an adapted reform of the party, which already underwent several reforms in the past. If Gorbachev is advocating 'glasnost', openness, discussion and criticism, if he in several ways is pleading for 'democracy', he means 'democracy for the managers', thus for a 'democracy' of and for the ruling class, as likewise is the Western democracy.

Whatever this 'democracy' - being far from a workers' democracy - could really mean to the Russian workers, is something with which Gorbachev scarcely deals with in his book 'Perestroika'. He does it where he points out that perestroika not at last in urgently needed because the economic situation is asking for more discipline of the labour force and higher productivity. Again he writes and speaks about it in a concealing way. Nevertheless, there certainly will be no Russian worker who doesn't understand that this comes to harder working and at utmost without any wage-increase as perestroika wants to make firms more appropriate for competition. The economic advisors of Gorbachev didn't hesitate to advocate the acceptance of a certain degree of unemployment as a part of the reform. They see it as a logical consequence of perestroika. But Gorbachev himself, the public relations man of the managers and the one who has to 'sell' perestroika, kept aloof from such consequences. All this makes it understandable that the Russian workers don't show great enthusiasm for perestroika and far less enthusiasm as Gorbachev wants to make us believe in his book.

But, if the Russian working class is not very enthusiastic and if the party bureaucrats, who only have to loose if perestroika will be realized and the managers will have more power, behave themselves hostile, what does this mean for perestroika's chances? Is the mere fact that Gorbachev had to dismiss one of his most zealous followers last year not an indication that his position is very unstable? Of course we refer to the dismissal of Boris Yeltsin, one of those at the top of the Moscow party organization, a man who was not afraid to advocate far more radical reforms as were advocated by Gorbachev himself, the latter being a skilful diplomat and well up in public relations.

As we see it, in spite of the violent and sometimes secret resistance or sabotage of the bureaucrats, perestroika is not in danger. Even though the important changes of the Russian economy are still to come, the economist Aganbegyan called perestroika inevitable and irreversible. The changes, hitherto realised make a return to the previous system impossible, he says. 'We have no choice', he adds. His colleague Sjmeljov shared his opinion. He has declared: 'Without perestroika we will end along the sideline of history and we will degrade to the ranks of an underdeveloped country'. In other words, but with the same amount of stress Gorbachev has pointed to the necessity of reforms. 'We can no longer tolerate a standstil', he says in his book. With that, in
Anyhow, Gorbachev conceals, that the Soviets ever since January 1918, i.e. two months after the Bolsheviks seized power, didn't have a real meaning anymore. Deprived of any power they became and remained ornaments. In Russia, decisions have not been taken and are not taken by the Soviets, which became more unlike real workers' councils as ever before since then. And this was the case under Lenin and under his successors as well. So the names Soviet Russia or Soviet Union are by no means justified.

The reason why Gorbachev is far from concrete and inaccurate whenever he speaks about the Soviets' past can easily be found. Even if he declares that he wants to rehabilitate them as an organ of political power, he doesn't mean that he wants to make them real workers' councils. So, he doesn't mention the big difference between the factory committees (or even the Soviets of 1917) and what was no more than their shadow ever since the Bolsheviks steered the Russian revolution in an orderly way. If he would have pointed to this difference, he would have been obliged to explain straight out and without frills whether he wanted or not to restore the Soviets in their original form and power. Remaining vague he was able to raise illusion. For instance such illusions as one could meet in the letter we have quoted before.

Gorbachev, the representative and the spokesman of the more and more influential managerial class in Russia, certainly doesn't want to restore the position the Soviets had once upon a time at the eve of the October revolution and during the first weeks after its outbreak. He talks of the 'extension of the rights and the autonomy of firms'. He does not say, that he wants to give rights or any possibility to take decisions by themselves, to the workers of those firms. He's critical about the 'substitution' of the Soviets by institutions of the party, but he puts the word 'substitution' between quotation marks, and so suggests that these Soviets have never been completely disappeared. From the whole context one can see, that with the use of the word 'substitution', he doesn't refer to the events of 1918. If Gorbachev emphatically declares: 'Of course we will not change the Soviet power!', he refers to the existing Soviet power, which isn't a Soviet power at all.

WEST - GERMANY

Militant research in the white factory. Part of a project about the class struggles in the hospitals and the 'industrialization' of the health services, in Germany and internationally. Interview with nurses. Against psychiatry. Texts in connection with a project on workers' migration: Multinational labour in Hamburg/Experiences from a refugee initiative/Vietnamese workers in Eastern Europe/Foreign workers in Italy/ Material on European migration/Theses on proletarian movement of labour and class struggle. Rheinhausen steel workers' struggle; despite the spontaneous actions of the workers, the unions, church and state has managed to transform this into a media event. For the unions the struggle has become a lever to ensure its participation in reconstruction and flexibility in the industry - the workers demands to secure the jobs is 'interpreted' by the unions as a struggle for alternative jobs and 'reasonable alternatives'. Struggles '83-87 of workers of Euskalduna and other shipyards in Bilbao (Spain).
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1922. A term like 'proletarian state' is a typical bolshevik expression which totally overlooks, that the workers only can seize power by destroying the apparatus of the state. Wherever a state apparatus exists, workers wield no power.

9) On January 3rd, 1918, a decree was promulgated which brought all the power, hitherto exercised by councils, in the hands of the Supreme Economic Council. On February 27th followed an order which subordinated the councils in enterprises to the state controlled trade unions.

10) Aside from the fact that many Soviets were no real workers' councils. But even these Soviets were not the ornament they became later on. Even these ornaments are not welcomed by Gorbachev.
WHOM OR WHAT DOES GORBACHEV REPRESENT AND WHAT'S BEHIND PERESTROIKA?

I

ANNA SANDOR, a Hungarian publicist, who studied political economy at the Budapest Karl Marx University and has commented since 1977 upon developments in Eastern Europe for several newspapers, has called Mikhail Gorbachev 'a manager'. It seems to us, that there can hardly be a better characterization. Once upon a time the late Anastas Mikojan used to be considered the typical representative of the Russian managerialism, which has long ago been described as a 'new class' by the Yugoslav Milovan Djilas. What applies to Mikojan is even more relevant to Gorbachev. The present top dignitary is an intellectual trained in law and has wide personal contacts among the Russian intelligentsia. He has nothing in common with a bureaucrat. However, it would be wrong to consider him as the driving force heading for reforms. It is rather a result of an urgent need of reforms that Gorbachev was put in the fore. Add to this, that the reforms, far from undermining or reducing the position or the power of the new ruling class, on the contrary consolidate its position and strengthen its power. The proof of all this can be found on about every page of Gorbachev's book 'Perestroika'.

The Russian word 'perestroika' means 'reorganization' or 'reform'. In the thus titled book - in which Gorbachev deals with all the subjects he has dealt with in many speeches in practically the same way - the author defines right from the beginning what perestroika is and how it has to be understood. He, too, sees it as an urgent need, proceeding from drastic developments in the Russian society, which is ripe for change. The want for it, he continues, exists a long time.

The want Gorbachev refers to was felt already about a quarter of a century ago by Alexej Koosygin, who at that time was the second man in Russia after the fall of Nikita Khrushchev. Koosygin was a close friend of Mikojan and a typical manager like him. He too advocated changes, namely to the effect that his class should have more elbow-room. Koosygin observed an economical crisis. To face it he wanted to award the managers more independence at the cost of the central planning.

Wherever Gorbachev brings the Soviets on the carpet or the part assigned to them as a result of perestroika, either he turns to very loose phrases or he plays fast and loose with historical truth. Gorbachev, one of his critics has written, 'has no feel for history. His historical analysis is downright primitive compared with his grasp of economics and his relatively sophisticated discussion of social problems'. But, as Gorbachev hardly makes historical analysis, or even not at all, therefore he neither makes 'primitive' ones. As far for his feelings: we don't dare to say, that he doesn't know the difference between a fairy-tale and reality. Nevertheless, he dished up fairytales. And though it was precisely him who declared that there should be full daylight on the recent past and that the blind spots in Russia's history should disappear at last, he himself keeps in the dark as many things as possible as soon as he deals with history or as soon as he makes historical comparisons.

What Gorbachev directly or indirectly declares is, that it little by little went wrong with the Soviets, that they have been pushed back, without saying in which way or how. A system of government, based on administrative arrangements and disposals has come into being, he says. The reader involuntarily sees the hand of the dictator Stalin, leaving nothing of Lenin's work. That's what's suggested indeed, in spite of the fact that Gorbachev takes care not to mention him. This suggestion however in no sense does line up with the facts.

The Russian revolution of 1917 has been a bourgeois revolution. Lenin has known it and has said it straight. The difference with the bourgeois revolution in W-Europe however has been, that it only could be carried through by the working-class because of the weakness of the Russian middle-class.

The Soviets, no matter what they were: real workers' councils, like the factory committees for instance, or so-called workers' councils, formed not by workers but by intellectual representatives of more or less 'left' parties, didn't at all fit in with the social relations which arose from this sort of a revolution. A parliament of western model - like the short-living Constituante - didn't fit in with them either. That's the reason why after 1917 the Bolsheviks acted quite different with those institutions as one could have been expected, starting from what Lenin ever wrote about the Constituante or about the Soviets.

What went very well with the new (state capitalist) society was the power of the party, which was called 'dictatorship of the proletariat', though in reality it was a dictatorship over the proletariat. And very well with this party went a state apparatus, which again was called the public service of the 'proletarian state', but which was nothing else as the apparatus of the old state.

1) Anna Sándor, born 1944, married to a Dutchman, is living in the Netherlands since 1974 and contributes to different western newspapers.
2) Prof. Louis Menashe in the American magazine 'Democratic Left' from November/December 1987.
3) The reason why Koosygin could not realize his reforms was, that at the time the power of the new managerial class was not strong enough.

6) Peter Reddaway in the American magazine The New Republic, Feb 1st, 88.
7) Lenin, Collected Works (German edition), Tome XII, Part 1, p. 28-79.
8) See: Lenin, Protocol of the Fourth Congress of the III. International,
wrote to say: ... "For the first time in so many years people of the party leadership and the government have shown a human face... What are people thinking about your policy? I will not fool you... I will not speak about the privileged class of the society. It's clear what they want. Many of them prefer to keep the life they lead now... I want to speak about the proletarians, those people for whom perestroika is introduced. It is a pity that they don't understand yet the full meaning of your policy and hitherto they mistrust it... Brains don't thaw very quickly."

The intention is clear. What matters are those words, pretending that perestroika has been introduced for the sake of the workers. That the letter in question frankly declares that there are proletarians in Russia and a privileged class as well, is something that mattered nothing to Gorbachev. Why should it? He knows from experience that if one is unceasingly repeating that there's 'socialism' in Russia, many people swallow everything: the existence of a ruling class, the existence of proletarians, and even the existence of exploitation and oppression.

Brains which have to be unfreezed? Not the brains of the Russian workers, it seems to us. There's nothing wrong with them. Gorbachev can't mislead them and they still mistrust perestroika.

I I

Mikhail Gorbachev's book 'Perestroika' is like a clarion call. It's a writing which is zealous for reform, its purpose is to carry along the reader and to convince him. The text is a weapon in a war against the Russian party bureaucracy. The lively style, the penetrative argumentation, all this is to strengthen the spirit of the troops which have gone into battle, are prepared to go or still hesitate to do so. And as it always is the case in such writings, the number of the own troops is represented as favorable as possible, the enemy is described as weak and practically conquered. Gorbachev lets off verbal fireworks aiming to rouse as much enthusiasm as possible among the broadest group of the population.

If one's been told by Gorbachev that the Russian workers happened to be more and more estranged from their constitutional right to be drawn into public affairs, that power in Russia is exercised for instead by the workers, that he considers it necessary to rehabilitate the Soviets as an organ of political power and that the people should be the leader of the production, the conclusion enters, that we have too hastily denied that perestroika could be 'a revolution'. And if one finds Gorbachev repeatedly saying this sort of things without committing himself in any way but often referring to Lenin, he can perhaps gather that the author is up to the task Lenin who ever rose the slogan 'All power to the Soviets'. This impression is wrong however. We need not to take back our opinion on perestroika.

The similarity of his views with the ones that are developed in Gorbachev's book is obvious. There is talk of 'economic failures', 'stagnation', 'diminishing economic growth' and suchlike phenomena, which lead to 'the only possible conclusion' that 'the country was on the brink of a crisis'. The reform which has to put an end of stagnation and impending crisis is based on an important enlargement of the enterprises' independence and their transition to complete autonomy in the field of financial responsibilities and finance, Gorbachev says. He doesn't hide that this will be accompanied by less central planning.

The mere fact that Kosygin's and Gorbachev's views are very similar is a clear indication that these views did not arise in both heads but in the Russian society, i.e.: in several heads at the same time. As far as perestroika is concerned, this is undeniable. In the beginning of 1986 a Russian party congress was held. There, Gorbachev didn't announce economic reforms. Hardly the congress had come to an end, Abel Aganbegian, a well-known economist, connected with the Economic Institute of the Soviet Academy of Science in Novosibirak and an economic adviser of the Kremlin, declared that Gorbachev's economic policy felt short of what was required.

A 'radical reform' was needed, Aganbegian argued. Meanwhile, some of his fellow-workers had developed progressive ideas, criticizing the existing social structure in Russia. Otherwise, these ideas were not yet very radical. Very soon however, others, like the economist Otto Latzis - in the 'Mojawskie Novosty' and the economist Sjmeljov - in the monthly 'Novij Mir' - went further. The advocated fewer economic planning and more market economy, and the closing of firms which were working at a loss. At the same time they pleaded for mutual competition of Russian firms and for competition with firms abroad. They also advocated bank reform and several other changes. They are not or not yet all together part of what is now called perestroika.

Perestroika certainly has not been presented by Gorbachev in its final form. It took shape bit by bit. Everything points this way that Gorbachev often was the one who was pushed more than the one who was pushing. Likewise this is true for 'Glagnost', for the openness, the change in thought and the transformation of the political climate. Gorbachev, a fervent Stalinist as a young man, only hesitatingly went the way towards Glagnost. So recently as 1986 he declared in a conference of Russian authors one should be very reserved and careful when judging the Stalin-period. Next year, on July 1oth, 1987, he spoke the same words which recur in his book 'Perestroika': 'We must never forgive or justify what happened in 1937 and 1938. Never! Those who were in office at the time are to blame for it'. But this was the case after he had clearly been pushed this way earlier in that year.

On March 13th '87 an article by Georgi Smirnov, one of Gorbachev's advisors, was published in the 'Pravda'. Smirnov messaged to the Soviet public that Khrushchev after the famous Twentieth Party Congress initiated modest measures of decentralization and democracy in an attempt to stop the process of economic stagnation. This policy, Smirnov says, was based upon and dictated by social
reality. However, those who were against it prevented it and brought Khrushchev down. The tendency of the article was clear enough: Smirnov argued the need of a return to the Twentieth Party Congress, its condemnation of Stalin and to everything which was aimed by it.

Smirnov provided more or less the theoretical grounding for the process of perestroika. His theory, just as any other also, was not so much a program but rather a reflection of a real stage of development. Whatever the political consequences of this development, it has been in the first instance an economic one and unmistakably the increase of productivity was at stake. In his book, Gorbachev declares that 'openness' (glasnost) and a 'new way of thought' are preconditions of perestroika's success. As we see it, the indissoluble connection is quite different. Not a new way of thought opened the eyes to the need of economic reform. Its inevitability originated a 'new way of thought', which was an attendant circumstance.

Several times it has been remarked, that it's difficult to explain how a Central Committee, made up of a large number of strongly marked opponents of perestroika, of all candidates had chosen Gorbachev as the party's general-secretary. But this problem only exists if one takes glasnost and perestroika for Gorbachev's personal vision, a vision which he has to get accepted, a vision which he has to defend against critic and obstruction. True, this is the impression one gets from Gorbachev's book, by its style and its tone. This impression is wrong, however. One can conclude this from the fact that Stalin's collectivization, carried out with great cruelty, was strongly criticized in April 1987 in the 'Literaturnaya Gazeta', a little bit prior however was praised by Gorbachev as 'one of the achievements of the Soviet party and state'.

What is described as the so-called personal 'vision' of Gorbachev, appears to be a point of view which was formulated by others before and even more accurate. It's certainly not his opinion alone and moreover an opinion he obtained with great difficulty. Now, as he pretends himself, that vision is neither. At the time of Koasgin the very same views which nowadays are developed by economists like Aganbegian or Sjmeljov, then were brought up by professor Liberian. Thereupon prof. Ota Slk stood up for them in Czechoslovakia.

In his book, Gorbachev has called perestroika a 'revolution'. However, the reforms which are necessary and inevitable in Russia cannot be characterized with this word because they don't attack the relations of production. They don't attack wage-work, which is in Russian state-capitalism as well as in western capitalism the basis of production and so they don't attack the organized control of the labour-force. What perestroika does attack is: the system of central planning, the system by which production and distribution are guided and arranged from several ministries or offices in Moscow. It means that trade and industry no longer are settled with pen and paper with the help of statistics which may be realistic but often are not. Instead of this economic categories like profit and loss, request and demand, and productivity as well, will play a far more important role.

Gorbachev makes it perfectly clear that this is at stake. He explains: 'The essential part of what we intend to do . . . is to replace mainly administrative methods by chiefly economic methods'.

What's behind all this? In a society where wage-labour exists social life is governed by what you can call an invisible hand and mastered by economic categories like the value of the labour force or the surplus value. Such a society is likewise ruled by the law of the accumulation of capital. The amount of this accumulation by each single enterprise - i.e. the amount of the investment - cannot be administratively fixed. It depends on the results of production, in other words on the quantity of the surplus value produced. Once, Lenin complained that 'the engine slipped through the hands, went not in the direction the driver wanted, but went elsewhere'. Gorbachev in his turn complains that 'society becomes more and more unmanageable'. During a long historical period, which could be characterized as the period of 'primitive accumulation' or beginning industrialization the central planning and the power of the party bureaucracy was possibly unavoidable. Since, the point has been reached from where central planning is obstructing economic development.

The removal of this obstruction is perestroika. Gorbachev makes it obvious that it will diminish the influence of the bureaucracy and increase the influence of the managerial class, though he covers the increasing influence of the managers with the cloak of charity. All this he calls democratization, a flag which can cover different cargo. In this case it seems to be the packing of some political ideal. The truth is, that perestroika is an unescapable consequence of the capitalist method of production.

Of course Gorbachev doesn't characterize the existent Russian system of production as capitalism. He continuously speaks of 'socialism', of the 'socialist market', of 'socialist competition' and 'socialist construction'. But a market remains a market, although it is labelled in a different way. And wage-labour remains wage-labour, likewise the production of surplus value remains the production of surplus value, in spite of any sort of phraseology.

Gorbachev covers with the cloak of charity that an increasing power of the managers will be the immediate result of perestroika. He does even more. Appearing as the spokesman of the managerial class, he creates the impression that perestroika is something else than it really is. He does so for instance on those pages of his book, where he's quoting from letters directed to him.

One V.A. Brikovskis - whether this is a worker or not is not mentioned-